College Captains:

Matthew Cook and Angel Tia

Prefects:

Natalie Gleeson, William Gillespie, Ebony Manteit, and Jessica Staheli

House Leaders:

**MacKillop**
- Junior: James Boland and Joseph Johnston
- Senior: Hannah Hegedus and Summer Kirtley

**McAuley**
- Junior: Clare Griffiths and Bailey Skinner
- Senior: Georgia Bradford and Melissa Stirling

**Nolan**
- Junior: Benjamin Forbes and Timothy Mauch
- Senior: Joseph McVeigh and Elissa Stephen

**Rice**
- Junior: Kelii Leahy and Mackenzie Wedrat
- Senior: Kurtis Sankey and Gabriel Witcombe

**Student Representative Council:**

Yr 6: Georgia Bumstead, Charli Cumming and Toby Harms

Yr 7: Clancy Biggar and Michael MacDonald

Yr 8: Emma Celledoni, Ashleigh Hobson and Patrick Kelly

Yr 9: Luke Field, Jonty MacDougall and Laura May

Yr 10: Ainsliegh Brown, Tessa Hanrahan and Sarah Staheli

Yr 11: Kaitlyn Hobson, Yvan Miaco and Ailee O’Shea

Yr 12: Rachel Cullen, Jessica Cuskelly, Sarah Gwynne, Lauren Hirning, James Pearson, Nicholas Sankey and Eddie Stephen